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GRADE 4/5: 

OPINION WRff ING 

Visit a place that is special to you- a park, your backyard, or even the 
sidewalk on your street! Look for a tree that catches your eye. Sketch 
the tree and take notes about it, and notice how your tree compares to 
other trees in the area. When you go back home, try to identify what 
type of tree it is, using this website to find common KY trees: 

https://forestry.ca.uky.edu/common_ky _trees. Once you have
identified your tree species, write a one-page essay giving your opinion 
about what makes your tree so special (if you want, you can use the 
website to learn about the features of your tree species). Be sure to 
use proper paragraphs, an introduction and a conclusion, and give lots 
of detail about your tree! 
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Orga niza,tion

Voice 

Sente,nces 

CJhoice of Words 

C 0111venti,ons 

5 GRADE OPINION WRff ING RUBmc 
Novice 

The essay has facts 

and details, bLJt no 

main idea. 

There is mo clear 

structure or focus 

of the paragraphs. 

There is 1111:0 voice

presented. 

Apprentice 

The essay has a 

central idea, but 

limited facts. 

The structure of the 

essay is inconsistent 

and the timing of 

events is not clear. 

The voice presented 

is weak. 

The essay has T:he essay has 

incompl
!

ete confusing and nm-

sentences which on sentences. 

are not clear.. 

Words are repeated The word choice is 

and not descriptive. not very 

There are many 

spellling,

punctuation, and 

grammar errors in 

the essay which 

makes it ha rd to 

fo!lilow.

descriptive. 

There are frequent 

errors fn 

punctuation and 

gramrna r that can 

distract the reader .. 

Profident 

The essay has a 

central idea and 

facts that are 

relevant to the 

topic. The 

characters and 

point of view are 

dear .. 

Tlhe essay has 

establllshed 

paragraphs and a 

logical sequence of 

events. 

The voice presented 

engages the 

audience. 

Tlhe sentence 

structure is clear 

and correct. 

The essay has 

nouns, verbs, 

adverbs, and 

adjiectives that are

visual to the reader. 

Di.sti!111guish,ed 

The essay has a 

central idea, 

character, and point 

of view that are 

dearly presented. 

The essay structure 

is clear and the 

sequence of events 

engage the reader. 

The voice is 

expressive and 

engaging and is 

appropriate for the 

essay topic. 

The sentences are 

correct and flow 

naturally. 

The essay paints a

dear visual image 

and ruses creative 

nouns, verbs, 

adverbs, and 

adj,ectives. 

Spelling and The essay has very 

grammar are mostly few spelling and 

correct and the 

essay is easy to 

read. 

grammar errors. 

□
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GRADES 6/l: 

NARRAl!VE WRff !NG 
Visit a place that is special to you- a park, your backyard, or even the 

sidewalk on your street! Look for a tree that catches your eye. Sketch the 
tree and, when you go back home, try to identify what type of tree it is, 
using this website to find common KY trees: https://forestry.ca.uky. 
edu/common_ky _trees. Once you have identified your tree species, write a 

one-page narrative from the perspective of the tree. Imagine the events 
that have taken place around your tree in the sequence of its lifetime and 
tell that story from your tree's perspective. What has your tree 
experienced? How does your tree feel about its location and the other 
trees nearby? Be sure to use proper paragraphs, and an introduction and 
conclusion to the timeline of your tree's life. 
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6lH/llH GRAD[ �ARRAl�V[ WR�l��G RU8R�C 

Ideas 

Vo.ice 

Sentences 

Choice of Words 

Co:nve ntions: 

Novice 

The essay has facts 

and detai Is, but no 

main idea. 

Tb ere is rio clear 

structure or focus 

of the paragraphs. 

Th ere is rm voice 

pr,esented. 

The essay has 

incomplete 

sentences which 

are not clear. 

Words a re re p,eated 

and not descriptive. 

Tnere are many 

spelling, 

punctuatlori, and 

grammar errors in 

the essay which 

makes it hard to 

follow .. 

Apprentice 

Tf-i e essay f-ias a 

celiltrall idea, but

limited facts.

Tne structure of the 

essay is inconsistent 

and the ti;ming of 

events is not dear. 

Tlriie voice presented 

is we,ak. 

Tn e essay has 

confusing and run

on sentences. 

The ward choice is 

not very 

descriptive. 

Tnere are frequent 

errors in 

pun ctuatl mi and 

grammar that can 

distract the reader. 

Profiici.ent 

The essay has a 

ceritra:1 ide,a and

facts drnt are 

relevant to the 

topic. The 

drn meters and 

po int of view are 

dear. 

Tl'l e essay has 

es.ta b:I is.hed

paragraphs and a 

logical sequence of 

events. 

The voice presented 

engages the 

audience. 

T� e sentence 

structure is. dear 

and correct .. 

Tn e essay has 

nouns, verbs, 

adverbs, and 

adjectives. that are 

visual t::o the reader. 

SpeHing and 

grammar a re mostily 

correct and the 

essay is easy to 

read. 

Disti1ngui:shed

The essay has a 

ceritra11 idea, 

drnracter, and point 

of view that are 

dea ril y presented.

The essay stru ctme 

is dear and the 

sequence of events 

engage tile reader. 

Tne voice is 

expressive and 

engaging and is 

appropriate for the 

es.say topic .. 

The sentences are 

correct and flow 

naturany. 

The essay paints a 

de.a r visual l m age 

and uses creat',ve 

nouns, veirbs, 

adverbs, and 

adjectives. 

The essay has very 

few spelling and 

grammar errors. 
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ADE 8: ARGUMENTATIVE 

WRITING 
Trees provide many benefits for us and for the environment. The U.S. Forest 

Service has many responsibilities related to our nation's trees, including 

managing more than 190 million acres. Their goals are to keep our forests 

diverse, productive, and healthy, for today and for future generations. Another 

component of the role of the Forest Service is to harvest and sell timber. 

Harvesting and thinning the forest also has many environmental benefits, as well 

as practical benefits for all of us, who use wood products every day! For the last 

20 years, the Forest Service has harvested between 2 and 3 billion board feet of 

timber. Do you think that the federal government should increase the number 

of board feet of timber harvested annually in the United States? Write a 2-page 

essay detailing your argument. Be sure to introduce your claim clearly, present 

your evidence and use sources to support your claim, discuss any counterclaims, 

and provide a proper conclusion. 
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Thesis 

Organiz,ation 

Content 

Styl
l

e 

Distinguished 

lhe essay 

establishes and 

maintains one 

position. 

Tine essay is clearly 

organized and us,es 

appropriate 

evidence to 

support the 

posit�on. lhe essay 

has a clear 

Profi.cient 

The essay 

establishes a 

position. 

The essay is 

organized and 

presents evidence 

to support the 

position. The 

introduction, 

body, and 

Jlhe essay 

provikfos a vague

or inconsistent 

position. 

The essay shows 

little organization 

and presents 

little ,evidence to 

support the 

posit]on. 

int rod ucti on, body, con d usi on 

and conclusion. support the 

lhe essay contains 

sufficient conte:11t 

that i1s relative to 

the theme and 

appropriate 

supporting details. 

The writer clearly 

considers 

counterclaims. 

Ihe writer uses 

prncise language 

and effoctive tone, 

maintaining point 

of view throughout 

the essay. 

position. 

The essay 

contains ,content 

that ·s relative to 

the theme and 

some supporting 

details. 

Tine essay 

provides 

insufficient or 

minimal cont,ent 

related to the 

theme and does 

Counten:::la ims am not acknowledge 

acknowledged. counten:laims. 

line writer 

maintains a 

consistent tone 

and point of view 

throughout the 

essay. 

The writer uses 

simple !language

and shifts point 

of view 

throughout the 

essay. 

LEXINGTON 
Parks & Recreation 

N'ovice 

The essay has no 

clear positfon 

provided. 

The essay is not 

organized and there 

is no eviderme to 

support the position. 

lhe essay provides 

l iittle to no relevant

content and does 

not respond to the 

prompt. 

The writer uses 

repetitive language 

and provides no 

point of view. 
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HIGH SCHOOl: 

NARR Al!V[ WRH!NG WHH!N 

ARGUM[Nl /!NfORMAl!ONAl WRH!NG 

In Lexington, one issue that has been debated consistently over the years is the 

urban service boundary and possibly expansion. Our city has what is called a 

"greenbelt", which puts limits on how far the city can expand out into the 

countryside. Certain individuals, mostly developers and business people, have 

argued that Lexington should allow more development past the greenbelt, as 

there is not enough land to develop within the urban service boundary. Others, 

on the contrary, argue that there is still plenty of space to be developed within 

the boundary, that moving further out into the greenbelt is not necessary, and 

that expansion would be bad for the environment. Do some research on urban 

service boundaries, Lexington's greenbelt, and the pros and cons of further 

development vs. developing more within the urban service boundary. Write a 

2-page essay from the point of view that you agree with most on this issue,

writing an argument for your side. Be sure to state the problem(s) or issue(s), the

perspectives of all sides, and evidence to support your claims.
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lntroduc:ti,on. 

Arg:ume:rnt 

Cau tuclaims 

Corndusion 

0rgar11·1ati0111 

Cornventi.on;s 

Di:sUniguis hied 

Tne introduction i:s 

well-developed and 

engages the reader. 

Tri'!e thesis st.ates .a dear, 

position. 

Trnie e:ssay has three 

iivell-developed 

argume11taHve points 

that help to support 

the writer's posi:tion. 

The cmmterclaiims .aire

strong a11d there i:s 

dear acknowledgement 

Profic(ent 

The introduction 

has ba d;grnurnd 

informat1 on and 

crreates ii-nil:erest. The 

thesis states the 

problem and the 

writer's position. 

The argumentative 

poirnts are related 

but may not fully 

support the thesis .. 

The cm.mterclaims 

are pre!ient and 

acknowledge 

of opposrng viewpoints. opposing 

Trnie co1f'ldL1sion restates 

the auHmr's thesi:s and 

po:sitorn in a new way. 

Tmie, audience feels 

c;,alled to ad. 

Tll-!e, ideas are 

pre,senbed rn a dear 

arid logk:al progress.ion 

arid the essay has 

smooth transitions. 

T&-!e wr'iting is coherent 

arid s.killful, amll 

sentt:ences are strong. 

Trnie tone is consistent 

with the-writier's 

position. 

viewpoints. 

The, coli'ld11.1sion is a 

summary of the key 

points and there is a 

call to action. 

Thie essay has. a 

logkal progress.ion 

of ide,a:s and

transitions. are 
present. 

The wr1tung is dei3ir 

and the tone is. 

appropriate for the 

writer's. position. 

Apprentice 

The- Introdluction 

e•xpl.auns the 

background b1J1t lacks 

clarity. The thesis 

states t�e problem, 

but the writer's 

position is 11ot 

abvio,us. 

At least one of the 

argumentative points 

is mis.sung support 

andl dletails. 

The writer addr,esses 

at 
i
i ea sit one 

viewpoint but does 

fll□t refute the 

opposing viewpoints. 

The conclusion is: very 

simalar to the 

intr,oduction and 

there is little to 110 

c.all to ,action.

The ess.ay is

The es.say has. 

bad::grniund details 

that are not 

:structtured or 

related and tlhe 

thesis, position is 

not c ear. 

Mo-st 

argu meli"ltail:ive 

points are not 

developed, 

The write does not 

pre-se11 t a nv

counterdaims. 

The co11d1J.1si,on does 

not revisit the

the:si!i and tllere is 

no calll to adion. 

There are no 

organized b11.1t itl:ie trai11sitions. in the 

tr.atn.5itions do not lli111k e:s;s;ay .. 

ide,as t,ogether. 

The es5,,11y is deady 

written, but the 

sentences ar-e 

repetitive and ttie 

tone iis not cons11ste-ntr

with the wriiter' s 

position. 

The e<ss.ay is hard to 

follo11v ae1d th,e 

writing is colJ"lfusing 

to tne rea,der. The 

tone· does no,t 

mate the wri;ter's

position. 
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